SCHOLARSHIP IN GUATEMALA
Celas Maya Spanish School
"¡Uno a uno: más humano, más efectivo!"
www.celasmaya.edu.gt

Choose your scholarship!

One Scholarship for Spanish Classes Total Immersion

Scholarship Program description:
The scholarship consists of a two-week program of Spanish language and educational activities in the university town of Quetzaltenango (also known as Xela). The course is geared to Spanish teachers and includes 5 hours per day (25 hours per week) of one-to-one Spanish instruction using materials that focus on the history and culture of Guatemala that will develop language proficiency and critical thinking skills. Afternoon and weekend excursions help students experience the culture, traditions, lifestyle and history of the region, with an emphasis on ancient Mayan culture.

Dates:
Scholarship recipients can choose to study during any two consecutive weeks during the summer but the study program must be completed by August 31, 2023.

Package includes:
Tuition; home stay with accommodations in a private room with all meals provided; textbooks and other materials provided through the program’s library; guided day trips to sites in or around Quetzaltenango, in case that the activities demands entrances, the entrances are not included.

Other expenses not included:
Airfare; airport pick-up and return; weekend excursions; personal expenses and entrances to the places to visit.

Contact:
Leslye Rivera
Administrative Director
info@celasmaya.edu.gt
Phone: (502) 7765-8205
Three Scholarships for Online Spanish Total Immersion

Scholarship Program Description:
The scholarship consists of a 10-hour program of online classes. The course is intended for teachers of Spanish and includes individual instruction in Spanish using materials that focus on the history and culture of Guatemala that will develop language proficiency and critical thinking skills.

Dates:
Beneficiaries must take the classes during the first semester, from January to June of the same year, otherwise, the assigned package will lose validity. These three online class scholarships apply for the year 2023 only.

Contact:
Gloria Reyes
Coordination of online classes.
spanishonline@celasmaya.edu.gt
Phone: (502) 7765-8205